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News Corner

Orientation Sessions for New Students

To update the early birds of CIIT Lahore, orientation sessions for new students were held in the library. Mr. Ishtiaq, Ms Nasira Munir and Mrs Fatima Usman gave briefing to the new library users about library rules, membership, resources and services. The whole session was ended with question answer sessions from the participants.

Book Fair for Computer Science Department

Library Information Services, CIIT Lahore had organized Mini Book Fair for Computer Science Department on September 22, 2014. Four Vendors / Book Sellers participated in Mini Book Fair. Faculty members participated and selected the books for the library.
Collection of Visual Resources

CIIT Lahore Library got more Visual resources of Virtual University. These lectures belong to Computer Science, Management and Psychology.

“Think Tank” e-database

Pearson Education India had organized a session and provides an access (Trial version) for Pearson’s e-Database (Think Tank) consists lot of books available proximately 4,200 titles almost on every subject. This trial version is very valuable source our Library staff and faculty members participated in the session and appraised.
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